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Call 203-894-9342 or email Info@owlcyberdefense.com Our team is always available to meet your cybersecurity needs

NETWORK SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Secure Remote Monitoring of Video 
Surveillance and Alarms Enabled at 
Nuclear Power Facility U
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A nuclear power facility needed to establish and enforce both an electronic and physical 
security perimeter around the plant. This meant that in addition to preventing external 
access to the operational technology (OT) network, they also required that all video 
surveillance and alarm data be available at remote monitoring centers 24/7 for physical 
security. The company needed a way to keep the operational network secure from external 
cyber threats while also allowing the surveillance and alarm data to be sent offsite.

REQUIREMENTS:

1. Clearly define network segments and eliminate all connections to critical OT systems from external 
networks

2. Enable one-way data flow from OT network to corporate-based monitoring centers

3. Transfer video surveillance and alarms data to remote monitoring centers for physical security

Cybersecurity Challenge

A nuclear power plant with over 35,000 megawatt generating capacity.

Company Overview
CASE SUMMARY:

Nuclear Power Generation
INDUSTRY:

Company needed a way to keep the OT 
secure from external cyber threats while 
allowing video surveillance and alarm 
data to be sent offsite.

CHALLENGE:

OPDS-1000 data diodes deployed at OT 
network perimeter.

SOLUTION:

OT network secured from external 
influence or attack. Video surveillance 
and alarm monitoring data made 
available to remote monitoring centers.

BENEFITS:
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@OwlCyberDefense 203-894-9342    |   Info@owlcyberdefense.com

For more information on Owl, or to schedule a demo, visit www.owlcyberdefense.com

Owl Cyber Defense Solutions, LLC leads the world in data diode and cross domain network cybersecurity. 
With a constant focus on customers in the military, government, critical infrastructure, and commercial 
communities, Owl develops market-first, one-way data transfer products to meet a variety of operational 
needs, from entry level to enterprise.

1 Enabled 24/7 remote video surveillance and alarms 
monitoring to maintain physical security of facility

2 Provided deterministic outbound flow of remote video 
surveillance and alarms data to corporate IT network

3 Improved cybersecurity, removing all inbound threats to OT 
networks

Results
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OPDS-1000 was selected to 
prevent remote access to the 
OT network, provide effective 
network segmentation, and enable 
deterministic, one-way data transfer. 
Video surveillance and alarms data 
transferred to corporate remote 
monitoring centers.

SOLUTION

Deployment

OPDS-1000
Owl Perimeter Defense Solution - 1000
Self-contained 1U data diode, purpose-built for network 
segmentation and deterministic, one-way data transfer up to 
1Gbps.
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